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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF NEW YORK
X
In the Matter of,

VERIFIED PETITION AND
COMPLAINT

CENTER ON PRIVACY & TECHNOLOGY
Oral Argument Requested
Petitioner,
-againstNEW YORK CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT,
Index No.
Respondent,
For a Judgment Pursuant to Article 78
of the Civil Practice Law and Rules.
X

Petitioner Center on Privacy & Technology, for its verified petition for judgment
pursuant to Article 78 of the New York Civil Practice Law and Rules ("CPLR"), by its
attorneys, alleges as follows:
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
1.

This proceeding is brought under Article 78 of the CPLR by the Center on

Privacy & Technology ("the Center"), a think tank that is part of the Georgetown University Law
Center. It seeks to compel the New York City Police Department ("the Department") to comply
with its mandatory duty under New York State's Freedom of Information Law ("FOIL") to
conduct a diligent search for and to provide the Center with records relating to the Police
Department's acquisition and use of facial recognition technology.
2.

On January 5, 2016, the Center sent a FOIL request to the Department seeking

records that fall in any one of ten categories of records relating to the Department's acquisition
and use of facial recognition technology, including purchase and procurement documents, policy
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and procedures documents, audit reports, training materials, and agreements with other agencies.
The request submitted to the Department was one of over 100 similar records requests that the
Center sent to law enforcement agencies in 2016. The responses to these requests from over 90
law enforcement agencies were synthesized in a report titled The Perpetual Line-Up,
www.perpetuallineup.org, published by the Center in October 2016.
3.

The Department issued a final determination on January 4, 2017, nearly a year

after the FOIL request had been submitted, that represented that, with one incidental exception,
the Department was unable to find any records responsive to the Center's requests for records
that set forth the Department's policies and procedures for the use of facial recognition
technology, for training the officers who use facial recognition, for audits on the use of facial
recognition technology, for manuals or other product materials from the companies that provided
the facial recognition technology, or the Department's agreements with agencies that coordinate
the use of facial recognition technology with the Department. The single record disclosed was a
memorandum from the Chief of Detectives outlining how officers may use the results of a facial
recognition search conducted by the Department's Facial Recognition Section, a record that
suggests that the Police Department is using its facial recognition technology. Although the
Department acknowledged that it found records relating to the procurement and purchase of
facial recognition technology, it denied the Center's request for those records in its entirety.
4.

The Center has exhausted its administrative remedies and now seeks judicial

relief to compel the Department to comply with its legal obligation under FOIL to conduct a
diligent search for the documents requested and to produce the purchase and procurement
documents that have been withheld. The disclosure of these records is critical to informing the
public of the types of facial recognition systems used by the Department, how they are deployed,
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what safeguards are implemented to ensure that the public's privacy and civil rights are
respected, the costs of the systems to the public, and the contractual terms, if any, that govern
their use. The information in these records will provide the bases for the much-needed debate on
whether the Department's use of this powerful technology is in the public interest.
VENUE
5.

Pursuant to CPLR 7804(b) and 506(b), venue in this proceeding lies in New York

County, in the judicial district in which the respondent took the action challenged here and where
the office of the respondent is located.
PARTIES
6.

Petitioner Center for Privacy & Technology is a think tank that is a part of the

Georgetown University Law Center in Washington, D.C. Its work focuses on privacy and
surveillance law and policy, and the impact of government surveillance and commercial data
practices on vulnerable communities. It provides academic and legal foundations for possible
reforms to consumer and government privacy laws, particularly for new technologies such as
facial recognition.
7.

Respondent the Department is a law-enforcement agency administered under New

York Administrative Code, Title 14. The Police Department is a public agency subject to the
requirements of the Freedom of Information Law, New York Public Officers Law § 87.
FACTS
Background on Facial Recognition
8.

Facial recognition refers to the automated process of comparing two images of

faces to determine whether they represent the same individual. It is a biometric identification tool
that uses a person's unique facial features as the basis of identification. An algorithm collects
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information about distinct facial characteristics from a photograph or video, such as the distance
between the eyes, the width of the nose, or the texture of the skin. From these characteristics, the
system creates a unique facial print, or template, that is stored to be compared against other
photos for the purposes of identification or generating suspects for law enforcement. (See Garvie,
Bedoya, & Frankle, The Perpetual Line-Up, Center on Privacy & Technology, Georgetown
University Law Center (Oct. 18, 2016), available at http://www.perpetuallineup.org/report
[Exhibit K, relevant portions].)
9.

Law enforcement agencies commonly use facial recognition in two ways: 1) to

provide verification—to check if a person is who they say they are by comparing their photo to
stored information about that person; and 2) to provide identification—to identify an unknown
person in one photo by comparing it to a database of photos associated with known identities.
(Id. at 10.)
10.

Facial recognition can be performed in a face-to-face interaction, such as during a

traffic stop or during the suspect booking process. It can also be used on photographs or video
captured remotely and without the subject being informed. (Id. at 10-12.) The technology helps
law enforcement agencies by automating part of the identification process that would take an
officer hours or days to complete by hand. (See Eric Hess, Facial Recognition: A Valuable Tool
for Law Enforcement, Forensic Magazine (Oct. 17, 2010) Exhibit L.) But because facial
recognition can be used remotely and in secret, it also has the potential to be used for advanced
surveillance and real-time monitoring of crowds. Some deployments of facial recognition by law
enforcement agencies risk chilling free speech and undermining the public's expectations of
privacy in their identity and their movements. (Exhibit K at 12, 43.)
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11.

Relative to other biometric identification techniques, such as fingerprint or DNA

identification, facial recognition is substantially less accurate. In Requests for Proposals for
biometric systems, law enforcement agencies typically require a false positive match of 2% or
lower for fingerprints, but may accept as high as a 20% false positive match for faces. (See, e.g.
FBI NGI-Doc-01175-4.0 (May 10, 2007), Exhibit M.) This raises the risk that innocent
individuals will be misidentified as suspects or criminals by a facial recognition system.
12.

While facial recognition is a relatively new technology, it has rapidly become a

common law enforcement investigative tool. The Center on Privacy & Technology ("the
Center"), a think tank that is a part of the Georgetown University Law Center, conducted a yearlong study of how U.S. law enforcement agencies use facial recognition, and determined that as
many as 25% of law enforcement agencies nationwide currently have access to a facial
recognition system. (Exhibit K at 25.) Despite its prevalence, there are no comprehensive state
or federal laws, and no generally accepted scientific standards, controlling the use of facial
recognition technology by law enforcement agencies.
The Department's Procurement and Use of Facial Recognition Technology
13.

According to publicly available information, the Department has used a facial

recognition system as a tool in criminal investigations since 2011. (See Greg B. Smith, Behind
the Smoking Guns: Inside NYPD's 21st Century Arsenal, NY Daily News (Exhibit N.)
14.

The facial recognition system is operated by the Real Time Crime Center

("RTCC") Facial Identification Section ("FIS"), according to a Department Chief of Detectives
Memo dated March 27, 2012, the sole record released by the Department in response to the
Center's FOIL request. (Exhibit J.) FIS accepts requests to run facial recognition searches from
other Department personnel, runs the searches against the Department facial recognition
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databases, and then analyzes the lists of possible candidates to determine if there is a possible
match. (See Id.; Pei-Sze Cheng, I-Team: Use of Facial Recognition Technology Expands as
Some Question Whether Rules are Keeping Up, NBC New York (Jun. 23, 2015), Exhibit 0.) One
of the tasks performed by FIS is to edit low-quality photos using tools such as Photoshop or 3-D
computer modeling to increase the likelihood that the facial recognition software can return
possible matches. (See Exhibit X; Michelle Taylor, The Art of Facial Recognition, Forensic
Magazine (Mar. 13, 2017), Exhibit P.)
15.

The Department appears to use facial recognition on a routine basis, and has

periodically reported statistics on its use of the technology to the public through interviews with
the press. Police Magazine reported on November 7, 2016 that the Department had to date
conducted "8,500 facial recognition investigations, yielding 3,000 possible matches, and leading
to almost 2,000 arrests." (See Facial Recognition Comes of Age, Police Magazine (Nov. 7,
2016), Exhibit Q.) Department spokesperson Sergeant Edwin Coello stated in a June 25, 2015
press interview of RTCC FIS: "So far this unit has identified 1,700 suspects and made 900
arrests. And so far, we've only misidentified five people." (Exhibit 0.)
The Center's FOIL Request to the Department
16.

As part of its nationwide research, the Center filed a FOIL request with the

Department by letter dated January 5, 2016, seeking ten categories of records relating to its
acquisition and use of facial recognition technology (referenced as "FRT" in the request):
•

Any manuals, policies, procedures and practices the agency follows for using the FRT
system or requesting a FRT search from another party. This request includes, but is not
limited to:
o Procedures for using, deleting or retaining probe photos (photos of subjects being
o identified);
o Sources of probe photos, such as mobile devices, body cameras or surveillance
videos;
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o Procedures the agency follows after a positive match, such as requiring
independent or
o in-person verification;
o Permitted uses of the information created from a system match.
•

Any manuals, policies, procedures and practices the agency follows for inputting photos
and other information or migrating photo databases into the FRT system. This could be a
list of sources for photos and other information (e.g., mug shot photos, driver's license
records, or prior probe photos).

•

Any audits of the FRT system, including but not limited to: audits of the system, misuse
reports, and reports to oversight bodies.

•

The legal standard, if any, (e.g., probable cause, court order, relevance, consent) that is
required before using the FRT system.

•

Warrant applications for facial recognition searches, or judicial decisions and orders in
the agency's possession governing the agency's use of the FRT system or requests to
obtain a facial recognition search.

•

Purchasing and procurement documents, including but not limited to: purchase orders,
RFPs, responses to RFPs, invoices, and contracts for FRT hardware, software, and
services.

•

Any materials for training law enforcement and other personnel on using and maintaining
the FRT system, including training manuals for mobile devices or other FRT hardware.

•

Any manuals from the companies providing FRT system components, including but not
limited to any technical specifications they have provided.

•

Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs) or agreements with other state or local agencies—
such as the Dep't of Motor Vehicles or a municipal agency—on the use of, or requests to
search, their FRT systems. Records of the requests made, including but not limited to: the
number of requests made and the number granted.

• MOUs or agreements with federal, state or local law enforcement agencies on the use or
sharing of FRT systems, and the results from those systems, including but not limited to:
the number of requests made and the number granted.

A true and correct copy of the FOIL request (with page numbers added) is attached as Exhibit A
to this Petition.
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17.

By letter dated January 19, 2016, the Department acknowledged receipt of the

Center's FOIL request and estimated that it would provide a response within 90 business days of
that letter. A true and correct copy of the acknowledgment is attached as Exhibit B to this
Petition.
18.

By letter dated March 30, 2016, the Department denied the entire request, stating

that "on the basis of Public Officers Law Section 87(2)(e)(iv) as such information, if disclosed,
would reveal non-routine techniques and procedures." A true and correct copy of the
Department's response (with page numbers added), is attached as Exhibit C to this Petition.
19.

By letter dated April 22, 2016, the Center filed a timely administrative appeal

under FOIL. A true and correct copy of the Center's administrative appeal (with page numbers
added) is attached as Exhibit D to this Petition.
20.

The Department granted the Center's appeal by letter dated July 25, 2016 "to the

extent that a further search is being conducted for the requested records," and stated: "a further
response will be issued by the approximate date of August 31, 2016." A true and correct copy of
the Department's response to the Center's administrative appeal (with page numbers added) is
attached as Exhibit E to this Petition.
21.

Because the Department did not respond on or around the promised date, the New

York Civil Liberties Union ("NYCLU"), sent a letter on the Center's behalf dated November 11,
2016, requesting an immediate response to the administrative appeal. A true and correct copy of
the NYCLU's letter to the Department (with page numbers added) is attached as Exhibit F to
this Petition.
22.

By letter dated November 30, 2016, the Department once again denied the

Center's FOIL request. Even though the initial denial acknowledged the existence of responsive
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documents by claiming that "such information, if disclosed, would reveal non-routine techniques
and procedures," the second denial stated that the Department was "unable to locate records
responsive to your request based on the information you provided." A true and correct copy of
the Department's second response to the Center's initial FOIL request (with page numbers
added) is attached as Exhibit G to this Petition.
23.

By letter dated December 19, 2016, the Center filed a second administrative

appeal under FOIL. A true and correct copy of the Center's second appeal (with page numbers
added) is attached as Exhibit H to this Petition.
24.

By letter dated January 4, 2017, the Department issued a final determination in

response to the Center's second appeal, which said the appeal was "granted-in-part" and "deniedin-part." The Department granted the request and disclosed a single responsive record to the
extent the request sought records regarding facial recognition procedures, a Detectives Memo
dated March 27, 2012 that describes how officers can use the facial recognition search results
provided by the RTCC FIS. The Department denied the request in its entirety to the extent it
sought purchase and procurement records, citing Public Officers Law §§ 87(2)(e)(i), (iii), and
(iv); 87(2)(d); 87(2)(g); and 87(2)(i). With respect to the remainder of the requests, the
Department claimed that it had conducted a diligent search and that no other responsive records
were located. A true and correct copy of the Department's response to the Center's second
administrative appeal (with page numbers added), including a copy of the single record released
with the response, is attached as Exhibit I to this Petition.
25.

Having exhausted its administrative remedies, the Center files this Article 78

Petition to compel disclosure of purchase and procurement records responsive to the Center's
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request, and to compel the Department to conduct a diligent search to locate the remainder of
documents responsive to the Center's request.
Evidence of the Existence of Responsive Records Not Located by the Department
26.

The limited information available to the public about how the Depth tment uses

facial recognition suggests that it is a well-established system that has been implemented with a
framework in place to record, monitor, and regulate its use, and which logically should have
corresponding documentation.
27.

The Department's Chief of Detectives memo on the use of "Real Time Crime

Center Facial Identification Section (FIS) Notifications" indicates that a specific unit, staffed
with FIS analysts, conducts the facial recognition searches. (Exhibit J.) This alone suggests the
existence of training materials, user guides, or other policies that set these analysts apart in
competency and training from other Department personnel, and assist them in conducting their
work.
28.

In addition, the Department's FIS most closely resembles the facial recognition

system set up by the Michigan State Police, which also has a dedicated unit of trained analysts
conducting the searches and which has operated facial recognition for about the amount of time
that the Department has. (Exhibit K.) In response to the Center's records request, the Michigan
State Police located and released documents including: audit logs, a use policy, a user's manual,
best practice guides, training materials, facial recognition unit workflow documents, and
purchase and procurement records. It seems very unlikely that the Department cannot locate a
single analogous record.
29.

The Department's FIS is considered one of the foremost units conducting facial

recognition for law enforcement agencies. One facial recognition company describes the work of
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former Department detective Roger Rodriguez with FIS, stating that: "Hundreds of law
enforcement professionals from around the world have visited the NYPD Facial Recognition
Unit to learn from Roger and put his expertise to use within their own agencies." (See Brian
Shockley, World-renowned facial recognition expert, Roger Rodriguez, joins Vigilant Solutions,
Vigilant Solutions (Apr. 4, 2016), Exhibit R.) It would be unlikely that the Department gained
this reputation in the field with no documentation corresponding to most of the records the
Center requested—particularly user manuals, policies, and training materials.
30.

In addition, publicly available information provides evidence that at least three

specific types of records responsive to the FOIL request do in fact exist: 1) training materials; 2)
user manuals from the companies providing the technology; and 3) audits of the system.
(1) Training Materials
31.

The Center's FOIL request asked for: "Any materials for training law

enforcement and other personnel on using and maintaining the [facial recognition] system . . . ."
(Exhibit A.) The Department claims it could not find documents responsive to this request.
(Exhibit I.)
32.

Public assertions by a Department detective provide evidence that training

materials do exist. According to a public profile posted by Detective Markiewicz on Linkedln, he
has been a Detective Investigator with the Department's Real Time Crime Center FIS for more
than six years. (Tom Markiewiecz, Linkedln, https://www.linkedin.com/in/t-markiewicz/ [Exhibit
S].) Detective Markiewicz's profile says that he was "[h]ired into the newly-established Facial
Identification pilot program due to my graphics and video background" and describes him as
"[s]killed in the use of advanced software for facial recognition, photo and video enhancement
techniques, and social media discovery." (Id.) Detective Markiewicz's profile adds that he
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"[p]articipated in developing the new unit's procedures for a high-volume case management
workflow, which consists of disposition reports sent within the Department and outside agencies,
image enhancement, analytical investigations, social media investigations and hardware
procurement." (Id.) And the profile claims that he has "developed video and PowerPoint
presentations for training purposes and to demonstrate the capabilities of the unit." (Id.)
33.

Other documents, such as a DataWorks Plus Advanced Training Conference

schedule from 2014, corroborates that Detective Markiewicz has worked with the Department
FIS and is familiar with its facial recognition system. (See DataWorks Plus, 5th Annual
Advanced Training Conference, 8 (2014), Exhibit T.)
34.

The existence of training materials is supported by other sources as well. In 2012,

the Winston Churchill Memorial Trust of Australia issued a report written by Jason P. Prince of
the Australian Federal Police. (See Prince, Jason P., To examine emerging police use of facial
recognition systems and facial image comparison procedures, Winston Churchill Memorial
Trust of Australia, 6 (2012), Exhibit U [relevant portions].) The report examines law
enforcement facial recognition best practices among "countries and agencies visited," including
the Department's facial recognition unit. (Id. at 6) The report found that the Department trained
its facial recognition unit officers in "a combination of course(s) (which may take several weeks
and be delivered in modules), covering the basics of image analysis" . . . training in "Adobe
Photoshop competency - to allow for facial image comparisons," "[v]ideo analysis education,"
and "[a]wareness of facial recognition system basics." (Id. at 30). It also describes Sergeant
Edwin Coello as the head of a team of eight analysts in 2012, responsible for "policy and
procedures development and adherence [and] training . . . ." (Id. at 86.)
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35.

The video and PowerPoint presentations created by Detective Markiewicz, and

the training modules and other course materials referenced by the Winston Churchill Memorial
Trust of Australia, should exist and be readily accessible to Department personnel.
(2) Manuals and other materials from companies
36.

The FOIL request asked for "[a]ny manuals from the companies providing [facial

recognition] system components, including but not limited to any technical specifications they
have provided. (Exhibit A.) The Department claims it could not find records responsive to this
request. (Exhibit I.)
37.

The Department's facial recognition system includes components provided by at

least two companies, DataWorks Plus and Animetrics. A document from DataWorks Plus
disclosed to the Center by the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department states that DataWorks
Plus provides "a fully integrated facial recognition solution for the New York City Police
Department . . . for over 2 million records and 12,000 web users." (Exhibit V.) News articles
have reported that the Department also uses Animetrics, including its photo-editing tool called
ForensicaGPS that is used in conjunction with facial recognition systems. (See Michael
Cousineau, Conway company puts its face recognition technology on commercial market, Union
Leader (Mar. 25, 2014), Exhibit W; see also Erik Sofge, The End of Anonymity, Popular
Science (Jan. 15, 2014), Exhibit X.)
38.

Other agencies that have contracts with one of these two systems received user

guides or manuals from these companies to accompany the products they purchased. For
example, in response to the Center's public records request, the Maryland Department of Public
Safety and Correctional Services provided a User Guide created by DataWorks Plus that
included instructions from the company on how to use the system the company developed for
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Maryland. (Exhibit Y.) The Seattle Police Department produced a Users Guide for the
Animetrics ForensicaGPS facial recognition tool that Animetrics provided along with the
product, providing in detail how to use the ForensicaGPS software. (Exhibit Z.)
39.

It seems unlikely that these user guides were provided by DataWorks Plus and

Animetrics to other agencies to accompany and explain how to use the technology, but not also
provided to the Department accompanying similar acquisitions. It also seems improbable that the
Department would have discarded these user guides, as they would be instrumental in helping
FIS analysts, particularly new employees, understand how to use the facial recognition systems.
(See, e.g., Exhibit Z.)
(3) Audit records
40.

The FOIL request asked for: "Any audits of the [facial recognition] system,

including but not limited to: audits of the system, misuse reports, and reports to oversight bodies.
(Exhibit A.) The Department claims it could not find any records responsive to this request.
(Exhibit I.)
41.

Multiple news articles cite specific statistics on the number of investigations,

arrests, and misidentifications that have included or resulted from the Department's use of facial
recognition technology. For example, multiple sources cite the statistic that the Department has
conducted "approximately 8,500 facial recognition investigations, with over 3,000 possible
matches, and approximately 2,000 arrests." (See Exhibit R; see Exhibit P.) Department Sergeant
Edwin Coello is reported as saying of FIS: "So far this unit has identified 1,700 suspects and
made 900 arrests. And so far, we've only misidentified five people." (Exhibit 0.) Also in 2015,
an news report cited specific statistics provided by Inspector DeLayne Hurley, then-commanding
officer of the Real Time Crime Center, on the types of cases in which facial recognition has been
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used by the Department, such as: "in 11 homicides, 124 robberies, 111 larcenies, and 89 assaults
or shootings." (Exhibit N.)
42.

The existence of these specific numbers suggest that audit records are kept that

track the number of searches made, the results of these searches, and the successes and failures
of the technology in performing its identification function. It therefore seems unlikely that no
records can be reasonably located either outlining the policies in place for keeping track of
search results and maintaining these records, or documenting the results of system audits.
Reasons Why the Department's Withholding Violates FOIL
43.

The Department denied the production of records responsive to the request for:

"Purchasing and procurement documents, including but not limited to: purchase orders, RFPs,
responses to RFPs, invoices, and contracts for [facial recognition] hardware, software, and
services." (Exhibit A; Exhibit I.)
44.

Many of the documents the Center received in response to its records requests,

totaling over 16,000 pages, were documents produced responsive to the request for purchasing
and procurement documents. These records provided details about the capabilities of the systems
contracted for and purchased, the cost to taxpayers of the facial recognition systems, the
obligations of the vendor companies and the law enforcement agency under the contract, and any
restrictions the contract places on the system's use.
45.

Some of these records were contracts, invoices, and other purchasing and

procurement records from DataWorks Plus, one of the companies that has supplied facial
recognition technology to the Department. The Los Angeles County Sheriffs Department
disclosed over 290 pages of records relating to its purchase of a facial recognition system from
DataWorks Plus, including a sole source procurement request, sole source approval, price sheets,
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invoices, and a contract. The Michigan State Police disclosed over 130 pages of purchase and
procurement documents about its DataWorks Plus system, including: two contracts, purchase
orders, price quotes, and invoices from five years of purchases relating to the facial recognition
system.
In total, a dozen large law enforcement agencies released purchase and

46.

procurement records in response to this request, including:

825835 vl

(1)

The San Francisco Police Department released over 1,000 pages of responses to
RFPs, contract, and maintenance agreements.

(2)

The Illinois State Police released over 140 pages of material request forms,
procurement justification forms, contract obligations documents, and
correspondence internally and with the vendor company about the contract and
its termination.

(3)

The Chicago Police Department released over 50 pages of invoices, grant
applications and award documentation, and budget narratives.

(4)

The Ohio Bureau of Criminal Investigation released over 1,000 pages of
responses to RFPs, waiver of competitive selection of vendor, purchase orders,
invoices, and a statement of work from contract.

(5)

The Virginia State Police released an invoice and a project quote from a vendor
company.

(6)

The Seattle Police Department (South Sound 911) released RFPs, responses to
RFPs, project change authorization form, joint or cooperative purchasing
agreements, and purchase orders.

(7)

The West Virginia Intelligence Fusion Center released 29 pages of purchase
requisition forms, purchase orders, sole source justification forms, system
description and price quote from vendor company, and correspondence
pertaining to the purchase agreement.

(8)

The Maricopa County Sheriff's Office released over 200 pages of purchase
orders, purchase requests, invoices, evidence of payment, emails associated
with procurement, maintenance agreements, sole source contracting justification
documents, and contract award letters.

(9)

The San Diego Association of Governments, which manages a facial
recognition system for over 28 law enforcement agencies in the San Diego
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region, released 122 pages of contracts, trial product services agreement, and
invoices.
(10) The Pinellas County Sheriff's Office released over 150 pages of purchase
requisition forms, invoices, RFPs, responses to RFPs, contract, statements of
work, and letters of intent to contract.
47.

This suggests a broad consensus that the disclosure of purchase and procurement

documents relating to facial recognition technology is permitted under multiple state records
laws, and that their release will not result in one of the enumerated harms claimed by the
Department as a reason for their exemption.
CAUSE OF ACTION UNDER ARTICLE 78
48.

Article 78 is the appropriate method for review of agency determinations

concerning FOIL requests.
49.

The petitioner has a clear right to the records responsive to its request for

purchase and procurement documents relating to facial recognition technology, including but not
limited to: purchase orders, RFPs, responses to RFPs, invoices, and contracts for facial
recognition technology hardware, software, and services.
50.

There is no basis in law or fact for the respondent to withhold the requested

records, or redact them.
51.

The petitioner has a clear right to the records responsive to its other requests,

including for audit records, materials for training law enforcement on the use of facial
recognition, and for manuals from the companies providing the facial recognition system
components.
52.

Publicly available information demonstrates that these records exist, and that as a

consequence it can be concluded that the Police Department did not conduct a diligent search for
the records requested.
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53.

The respondent's obligation under FOIL to conduct a diligent search, produce

documents, and to respond to requests with particularized, specific reasons for any denials or
redactions is mandatory, not discretionary.
54.

The petitioner exhausted its administrative remedies with the respondent when it

appealed the respondent's denial of the request and received a final denial of that appeal. The
petitioner has no other remedy at law.
55.

This Petition is timely under CPLR § 217 as it is filed within four months of the

respondent's final denial of the administrative appeal.

REQUESTED RELIEF
WHEREFORE, the petitioner seeks judgment:
(1) Pursuant to CPLR § 7806, directing the respondent (a) to comply with its mandatory duty to
conduct a diligent search for the remainder of the records requested by the Petitioner and (b)
to disclose without redactions the records responsive to Petitioner's request dated January 5,
2016 for "purchasing and procurement documents" relating to facial recognition technology,
"including but not limited to: purchase orders, RFPs, responses to RFPs, invoices, and
contracts for [facial recognition technology] hardware, software, and services;"
(2) Awarding reasonable attorneys' fees and litigation costs as allowed under New York Public
Officers Law § 89; and
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(3) Granting such other relief as the Court deems just and proper.

Respectfully Submitted,

By: (
Reb cca
VLADECK, RASKIN & CLARK, P.C.
565 Fifth Avenue, 9th floor
New York, New York 10017
Tel: (212) 403-7331
Fax: (212) 221-3172
Email: rosborne@vladeck.com

David C. Vladeck
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY LAW
CENTER
600 New Jersey Ave, NW
Washington DC 20001
Tel: (202) 661-6707
Fax: (202) 662-9444
Email: cag104@georgetown.edu
Counsel for Petitioner
Dated: May 2, 2017
New York, NY
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